Development of Large-Scale Excited-State Calculations Based on the Divide-and-Conquer Time-Dependent Density Functional Tight-Binding Method.
In this study, the divide-and-conquer (DC) method was extended to time-dependent density functional tight-binding (TDDFTB) theory to enable excited-state calculations of large systems and is denoted by DC-TDDFTB. The efficient diagonalization algorithms of TDDFTB and DC-TDDFTB methods were implemented into our in-house program. Test calculations of polyethylene aldehyde and p-coumaric acid, a pigment in photoactive yellow protein, in water demonstrate the high accuracy and efficiency of the developed DC-TDDFTB method. Furthermore, the (TD)DFTB metadynamics simulations of acridinium in the ground and excited states give reasonable p Ka values compared with the corresponding experimental values.